
CUSTOMIZABLE MODEL

Fitting the equipment into independent modules (Fire 

box module + grill module) allow for customized size options

according to the chefs needs.

EXPANADABLE. as your restaurant operation grows you can 
expand with additional modules to increase your service

capacity, of Parrilla.

THERMAL INSULATION  Allows are fire bricks to retain more 
heat over longer periods of time. This slows down the 
consumption of charcoal and wood.

READY TO USE  

No masonry construction required

. 
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690  

FEATURES | BENEFITS 

MANUAL GRILL OPERATION 

Side wheel drive.

CLEANING 

Equipment clad in brushed stainless steel 304

stainless steel with castors for easy moving of the

barbecue and removable grills simplify 
maintenance and cleaning.

QUALITY  STANDARDS
Equipment designed and built to exacting 
standards to provide excellent performance and

great durability in commercial kitchens.

CUT SHEET 
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OPTIONAL ITEMS 

FRONT COUNTER: Fold-able with opening option for 

Nine pan.  

ASH DRAWER: Only if there is NO Fire Box included. 

STEEL TYPE: Available in stainless steel 304  Upper 

part made of stainless steel 

(up to the working edge). Part below the working edge 

can be produced Black or Stainless. 

ACCESSORIES 

Charcoal compartment 

Fire Box (central or Side) 

Wood burning basket 

V-grills made of iron or stainless steel with a fat 
collector drawer for collecting tray.

Round bar grills,

U-shaped flat grill for fish.

TABLE  OF SIZES 

*Dimension in Inches.

FIRE BOX HEIGHT  

Standard brick height up to 8" high. If you need another height, request the feasibility of change at the time of order. 

ELECTRICITY  

This machine does not require electrical installation. 100% manual activation. 

EXHAUSTION  

Equipment requires the installation of an exhaust fan to eliminate the spread of smoke. Check your local fire codes and 

health regulations. Ventilation calculations need to be confirmed by a mechanical ventilation specialist, local consultant or 

contractor to ensure that the system meets local specifications. 
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